
Paper labels Coca Cola 

 

Type:  Paper water-resistant label with special die cut. 
Features:  Pantone print on water-resistant paper with gloss varnish 
Use: Ideal label for application on glass bottle of beverages, water, juices etc. 
The label's water resistant and durability features make it suitable for storage 
and maintenance in cold and with humidity environment.   
 

Paper label for cylindrical 
box Ouzo7 

 

Type: Paper label for application on cylindrical box  
Features: Black print on paper with gold foil stamp, matt foil lamination and 
Spot UV  
Use: Suitable label for application on cylindrical box with tinplate lid and 
bottom for beverage glass bottles. This type of box protects the product, gives 
unique appearance and quality while the products' image is completed by the 
perfect match of matt varnish and spot UV varnish.   
  

Paper labels for 
cylindrical box Bollero 
wafer sticks 

 

Type: Paper label for application on cylindrical box 
Features: CMYK + Pantone on paper with gold foil stamp and matt water 
varnish. 
Use: Suitable label for application on cylindrical box with tinplate lid and 
bottom for food packaging (wafer sticks, crackers, salty sticks etc.) The 
cylindrical package gives special appearance to the final product while 
protecting it from deterioration or breaking.  The special procedure of gold foil 
stamp offers its own character to the product's final image and quality. 
 

Boxes for nutbars Bars 
Family Line - Culture Line 
 

 
 

Type: Side glued box with special shaped window 
Features: CMYK print on carton, 100% recyclable with gloss water varnish. 
Use: Suitable for indirect contact with solid food (nutbars, nuts, cereal bars 
etc.)  
 

Box for facial cream Pure 
Care 

 

Type: Side glued box with safety bottom 
Features: Black + Pantone print on carton with matt lamination 
Use: Suitable for secondary cosmetics packaging (facial cream jars, ointments, 
creams etc.) 
 



Packaging for tights 
Jolinesse

 

Type: Folder type packaging with window 
Features: CMYK print on carton and gloss water varnish  
Use: Ideal packaging for tights or leggings with suitable construction for 
holding sufficiently the product and with round corners for its protection. 

Box for toys AS Company-
Mickey 

 

Type: Side glued box with special shaped windows, inner corrugated carton 
construction and candle bases. 
Features: CMYK print on carton with gloss lamination. 
Use: Ideal large sized box for toys, with or without bases for Easter candles. 
The windows on the box follow the shape of the toys that are going to be put 
inside, while the inner corrugated carton construction holds sufficiently the 
products and protects them from vibrations and falls 

Water-resistant wrapping 
paper for asparagus 

 

Type: Water resistant wrapping paper - labels 
Features: CMYK or Pantone print on water-resistant paper 
Use: Ideal wrapping paper-label for holding a group of asparagus. Suitable 
material for food contact.  
 

Stand Bentholia

 

Type: Small sized stand for two different sized boxes, with support foot at the 
back side.  
Features: CMYK print on carton, laminated on 1000g carton with matt 
lamination.  
Use: Ideal construction for an advertising stand with positions for two 
different size boxes with various products (cosmetics, facial or hand creams, 
pharmaceutical products etc.) 
 

Display- Double filled 
cookies Papadopoulos 

 
 

Type: Display box with Lock bottom 
Features: CMYK, Pantone and gold ink on carton with gloss varnish 
Use: Common use display with window at the front for ease of use. Ideal for 
food grouping such as individual packages of cookies, cracker, chips etc. 
  

Display for nuts 
Notenboer 

 
 

Type: Display from corrugated carton with window at the front  
Features: Pantone print on corrugated carton with gloss varnish  
Use: Common use display with window on the front for ease of use. Ideal for 
grouping food such as individual packages ( boxes - bags ) for cookies , 
crackers , chips, nutbars ,nuts etc. 
 



Wine glass labels and 
ribbons for nets of 
agricultural products 

 

Type: Wine glass labels and ribbons for agricultural products 
Features: CMYK or Pantone print  
Use: Suitable material for nets and plastic fruit and vegetable containers. The 
wine glass label and ribbon have the ability to sufficiently hold the fruit or 
vegetable nets while they offer enough surface for advertising purposes 
(Company's logo, info, images etc.) The material cannot be torn and is ideal 
for refrigerating  when necessary, since its highly moisture resistant. 
 

Label- Oύζο Zachos

 
 

Type:  Adhesive labels, front, back and neck for application on glass bottles 
Features: Pantone print on plain or synthetic paper with silver foil stamp and 
protective varnish  
Use: Adhesive label suitable for application on glass bottles of alcoholic 
beverages, olive oil, milk, juices etc.  
 

Labels-Hair Treatment 
Jefan 

 

Type: Transparent adhesive labels 
Features: CMYK or Pantone print  on PP Trans material with protective gloss 
varnish. 
Use: Adhesive label for common use with transparency . It can be wrapped 
around the bottle or the jar, giving all of its necessary elements (graphics, 
instructions, ingredients) in one label. Suitable for cosmetic facial creams, 
ointments, oils, pharmaceutical products, soaps, foambaths etc.  
 

Labels - Stuffed 
vegetables Finest 

 
 

Type: Adhesive label, front and back 
Features: CMYK print on plain or synthetic paper with protective gloss UV 
varnish 
Use: Adhesive label with security stripe. Suitable for glass food jars such as 
olives, vegetables in brine, honey, marmalades etc. The security stripe offers 
protection to the product , guarantees and certifies its authenticity while 
displays any violation attempt of the content (tamper evident). 

Aluminum foil for 
portions Chocolina  

 
 

Type: Printed aluminum foil in rolls for food container lids in portions 
Features: CMYK print on flexible aluminum roll to the desired width.  
Use: Suitable material for lids of plastic containers divided in portions such as , 
marmalades, honey, chocolate spread etc.  
 

 


